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Abstract

Model evaluation is best considered as a process for communicating with the policymaking or policy-advising community. Six decades of energy modelling have witnessed increasing complexity in these systems, a situation that raises a number of important challenges in using them effectively in policymaking organizations. When used as a learning rather than forecasting tool, these systems can be evaluated individually one by one or through joint efforts to compare them in multi-model exercises. After summarizing the evolution of energy modelling and efforts to evaluate them since the first oil embargo, this essay provides a guide to future evaluation collaborations by highlighting a few challenges that would improve the value of these studies for the policymaking community. These challenges range broadly and cover topics such as enhancing the engagement of the model user, ventilating the models’ complexity with intuitive insights, using simple models to demonstrate key parameters or responses, applying judicious occasional meta-analysis when there is value added, reporting model responses and calibrating them for decisionmakers, considering retrospective evaluation for a past period (when possible), selecting standardized or modeler-choice baseline conditions, selectively developing policy or diagnostic alternative cases, and institutionalising the model evaluation process for a specific topic or region.
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1. Introduction

Energy modelling and policymaking have been closely linked for most of the last five decades, beginning in the 1970s (Greenberger, Brewer, Hogan, et al., 1983). These models essentially track how the energy system responds to shifts in energy supply or demand conditions brought about changed economic, environmental, technical or policy conditions. Policy developers use these systems to aid in their choices between alternative strategies for meeting certain policy goals such as adapting to increased electrification or mitigating damages from greenhouse gas emissions. In discussing the early days of developing and using the Project Independence Evaluation System within the United States Federal Energy Administration, Hogan (2002) describes policy-relevant energy modelling as a process for learning and communicating about energy systems rather than as a final product. In a similar manner, it is more fruitful to consider evaluations of models for developing policies as a process rather than a product. Evaluations will be more valuable for those engaged in developing policy if they focus on how various models behave when applied to a particular problem than if they focus more narrowly on the detailed model traits and structure alone.

This essay expands upon the theme of model evaluation as a process for communicating with the policymaking or policy-advising community. Although model evaluation has been a very old interest, this process in now being applied to energy models that have undergone dramatic changes over the last five decades. A long-term perspective on these developments can help immeasurably in efforts to improve model evaluation. In order to know how to proceed with future model evaluation efforts, it is essential to understand the evolution of energy modelling and efforts to evaluate them since the first oil
embargo. Although this history described in the next two sections is well known to experienced energy modellers, it is important background information for anyone within the energy policymaking community who wants to understand the prospects for evaluating models in the current environment. Based upon this experience, this essay provides a guide to future evaluation collaborations by highlighting a few challenges that would improve the value of these studies for the policymaking community. By design, the included topics are selective rather than comprehensive and have been chosen based upon how they aid policymaking discussions based upon informal comments from past participants rather than on any formal polling process. They are discussed to provide examples of what might be appropriate approaches for expanding the use of models in policymaking organizations.

The discussion assumes that the policymaking organizations want to use models to help them understand energy market conditions and environmental tradeoff options. The next section begins with a brief description of how energy models have evolved over time, emphasizing their increasing complexity. After section 3 considers how models can be used and misused, section 4 contrasts the approach for verifying a single model with a process for comparing multiple models. The latter has become increasingly popular in recent times. When this form of multiple model comparisons has a significant user orientation, Greenberger and Richels (1979) label this effort as the forum approach. It views model comparison not only as a vehicle for understanding differences between models but also as a means for expanding knowledge for the policymaking community. With this background appropriately articulated, the discussion in section 5 focuses upon nine critical challenges that future studies are likely to encounter based upon the experiences of the Energy Modeling Forum at Stanford University. A final section concludes with a brief overview of the principal points for policymakers that were made in the previous sections.
2. Six Decades of Energy Modelling

Energy models have evolved over the last six decades with the rise of new issues and with technological advancements that have transformed the modelling process. Early research from the 1970s focused upon the dependence of energy systems on uncertain oil supplies. Later efforts beginning the 1990s shifted attention to developing strategies for energy transitions that would reduce damages from greenhouse gas emissions. This new policy focus combined with enormous expansion in computer power transformed relatively simple frameworks into much more complex systems with much richer detail. This transformation towards more complex modelling systems create very new challenges for efforts engaged in communicating model results and their differences to the model-using community. Section 4 discusses these challenges.

Several pioneering modelling efforts in these early years stand out. Nordhaus (1973) developed a framework to identify how society can use scarce resources optimally over the long run. He discussed the high oil prices of the 1970s and their relationship to this long-run path. An important contribution was the concept of an uncertain but abundant backstop energy technology that would be available in some future decade to satisfy energy demands at a sustained higher price. Manne (1976) developed the Energy Technology Assessment (ETA) framework to delve into the opportunities to replace U.S. oil and natural gas dependence with a more diversified mix of energy sources. These academic research projects were complemented by a massive U.S. government effort to develop the Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES) model. Although originally designed to explore how the U.S economy could become totally independent of foreign oil supplies, the Federal Energy Administration staff quickly learned that this goal was unrealistic (Hogan, 2002). Nevertheless, this effort became the core of this agency’s analytical efforts. It codified data that was previously organized in printed tables and structured the policy discussion about how to diversify away from uncertain foreign oil supplies.
Many early models quickly experienced the curse of dimensionality: the lack of computer power that limited a single model’s ability to represent spatial, temporal, technical and interfuel dimensions in a realistic manner. Often, separate models were developed to analyze issues involving coal, natural gas, petroleum and electric power markets, as is evidenced by many of the early model-evaluation studies performed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1978) or by the Energy Modeling Forum (Huntington et al., 1982). These models were often partial equilibrium, representing a single key energy market like crude oil or electric power and excluding all other energy or nonenergy markets.

Later modelling emphasized strategies for abating climate change damages as this issue gained prominence in international policy circles. Edmonds and Reilly (1983) provided an earlier modelling effort to evaluate carbon dioxide emissions within the broader energy transition trends. Nordhaus (1993a; 1993b) and Manne and Richels (1991) shifted their modelling efforts to the new policy arena, building upon their past experiences in evaluating energy market transitions during previous decades. With the rise of the climate change issue, policy interest shifted from evaluating key single energy markets like oil and power to more integrated systems balancing all fuels. Over time, this transformation also resulted in more complex models for representing the whole energy system.

The shift to more complicated models was also reinforced by expanded computing power and the electronic availability of new data sources. General modelling algorithms like GAMS gained popularity by both engineers and economists. Computer costs declined very sharply relative to the labor costs for monitoring electronic computations. Trends in million instructions per second (MIPS) measure a computer’s processor speed and neatly capture the dramatic rise in computer power. Since the 1940s, $ per MIPS declined by a factor of ten roughly every five years (AI Impacts, n.d.; Nordhaus, 2007). This cost decline represents a 36.9% reduction on a compounded average rate. Meanwhile, median weekly
earnings for full-time operations research analysts increased by 1.01% per year in real terms (deflated by urban consumer price index) between 2000-2008 before declining slightly after 2008.¹

The shift towards bigger datasets and substantially larger models improves the ability to represent some important details that could improve policy decisions. The downside of this development is that it becomes much more difficult to compare and evaluate models in a way that communicates directly with the policy developer. When the model incorporates complex interactions between important variables, it is no longer an easy task to “tell the story” in a compelling manner. It becomes much more challenging to explain the precise reasons for why different models differ from each other. This issue is addressed more fully in later sections.

Two quite different approaches currently exist for evaluating combined energy markets: (1) a top-down approach focusing upon the major economic drivers and relationships between the energy sector and other goods and services, and (2) a bottom-up approach describing the resources and technologies for producing and consuming energy in various applications.

The top-down method relates energy market conditions directly with aggregate macroeconomic conditions such as real GDP or sectorial activities or with a general equilibrium perspective that seeks prices at which supply equals demand in every market goods, factors, and foreign markets (Wing, 2009). By integrating the energy system and the rest of the economy, these frameworks are useful for estimating the welfare or GDP losses associated with competing energy or environmental policy strategies. These approaches remain popular when the analyst wants to represent basic economic tradeoffs, although some important limitations include the difficulty of representing key engineering processes with economic formulae and the lack of empirical support for some of the key responses.

¹ US Bureau of Labor Statistics is the source for both median wages and the consumer price index and are easily available from Federal Reserve Economic Data, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis series. Median wages can be accessed at https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/LEU0254531300A and urban consumer price index can be accessed at https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL.
The bottom-up framework focuses on the energy system frequently with little tie to the remainder of the economy (DeCarolis et al., 2017; Pfenninger et al., 2014). Energy system models emphasize the process that supply energy-services to end-users. They include all elements of the energy system, such as fuel resources, technologies for producing energy, infrastructure for carrying energy sources, end-use technologies and processes, and energy service demand by sector. Systems are often optimized by choosing the least cost option to satisfy a given demand target over a specified planning horizon (MARKAL\textsuperscript{2} and its successor, TIMES\textsuperscript{3}). This approach is particularly helpful for research and development planning because it evaluates the relative costs of competing technologies serving end-use service demands. The framework’s assumption of optimizing behavior may be at odds with real-market behavior; Trutnevyte (2016) has evaluated the potential biases of this assumption and how modelers might adjust for it.

Some system models can be simulated without forcing an immediate supply-demand equilibrium or optimizing behavior. One example of this latter approach is systems dynamics, which views the whole system as comprised of numerous circular and connecting parts that can relate to each other with time delays (Naill, 1992).

Due to the limitations of each approach, hybrid systems have been proposed to combine the best features of energy-systems and general equilibrium approaches into a single model or integrated system of models. An early effort along these lines was the linking of Hudson-Jorgenson general economic model with the Brookhaven energy system model (Hoffman and Jorgenson, 1977). Another was ETA-Macro (Manne, 1979), which explored the dual linkage between a systems approach for representing explicit technologies within the energy sector and the remaining aggregate U. S. economy

\textsuperscript{2} MARKet Allocation selects the least expensive combination of technologies to satisfy inputs for energy demands and emissions reductions.

\textsuperscript{3} The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System adopts the MARKAL approach but includes several additional features. An important technique is the ability to allow flexible time slices for all energy sources rather than for electricity and heat alone.
within the confines of a single integrated model. Rivers and Jaccard (2005) provide a more recent example that combines detailed discrete choice models for consumer behavior with a comprehensive energy-economy model.4

Hybrid systems represent some sectors with multiple market equilibria or macroeconomic conditions and other sectors with greater technological or behavior detail. A widespread current application is to link technology choice within the electric power generation and dispatch system to the general equilibrium conditions in the remainder of the economy. A prominent example of such a system is the US-REGEN model that has been applied to evaluate a number of policy issues (e.g., see Bistline and Blanford, 2020).

Energy models are an integral feature of climate change frameworks because they represent the energy system costs associated with a transition from fossil-based fuels to carbon-free sources. Evaluating greenhouse mitigation options, however, also requires information that incorporates potential benefits from reducing emissions like preventing reductions in crop growth, land inundated by sea level rise, and additional deaths from heat stress. A further differentiation in model type concerns how these integrated systems incorporate these climate change impacts (Weyant 2017). The more disaggregated detailed process (DP) integrated assessment models (IAMs) represent climate change impacts for different regions and sectors that may include the physical impacts or some monetary measure. In contrast, benefit-cost (BC) IAMs represent climate change impacts in more aggregated terms in a single monetary metric to conduct cost-benefit analysis.

3. Uses and Misuses of Models

This remainder of this essay discusses the process of evaluating models assuming that the public policymaking organization is committed to using models, perhaps combined with other knowledge, to

---

4 Discrete choice models explain the probability that competing options will be chosen based upon different fuel prices, activity levels, and personal characteristics of the decisionmaker.
develop its strategy. One should begin the process by asking when and how should one use a model. For concreteness, it is helpful to begin initially with models focused upon a single topic (in this case, climate change policy) and close with comments about using models applied to any public policy problem.

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) for evaluating the adjustments to different restrictions on greenhouse gas concentration levels have generated considerable controversy. Pindyck (2013, 2017) criticizes the numerical estimates for carbon-induced damages, their dependence upon the intertemporal discount rate, and a failure to capture low-probability but catastrophic climate events. Metcalf and Stock (2017) believe that despite their limitations, the initial social cost estimates based upon these models provide one of several possibilities for guiding public policy decisions and represent a useful first step for understanding the public policy tradeoffs. Nordhaus (2014) and Weyant (2017) acknowledge some of the limitations of existing estimates but believe that the true value of these models lies beyond the numerical estimates they provide.

Essentially, the issue comes down to whether one wants a numerical estimate for future conditions or about an important metric, or one wants a framework that provides a compelling narrative about how the system works. This situation means that models will be “a glass half empty” when a value is needed for a very uncertain outcome, such as climate change benefits that depend upon such factors as intertemporal discount rates, temperature responses to increasing concentrations, monetary damages for physical impacts, and catastrophic climate events. When conceptual learning may be more valuable than a numerical outcome, the models may be “a glass half full.” A well-developed framework for integrated assessment may provide a valuable guide for future research on such key unknowns as the appropriate discount rate and damages (Nordhaus 2014). Furthermore, in their current versions, several pithy quotes capture the spirit of the second argument: “all models are wrong, but some are useful (George Box),” “computing for insights, not numbers” (H.K. Hamming) or “a good decision is based on knowledge and not on numbers” (Plato).
they have improved one’s understanding of the tradeoff between emissions mitigation and other social goals like biological research to prevent pandemics, the role of flexible market-oriented policy instruments applied broadly in cost-effective solutions, and the value of information that reduces the uncertainty about advanced technologies and scientific progress.

The debate about if, when and how to use models permeates many public policy topics and is not limited to the energy and climate change discussions (e.g., see Kay and King, 2020, chapter 20). Drawing upon their discussion, models can be misused in a variety of ways:

1. They can often be applied to problems or choices that are disparate from the original purpose for developing the framework.
2. They require numbers for policy evaluation where sometimes these estimates are highly uncertain or subjective.
3. They usually assume that the process under investigation does not change when shifted in time.
4. As these systems become more complex, they often fail to communicate the bounds of uncertainty for the model outcomes they represent. They may not reveal which future options may become available and which future options may be removed with a given strategy.
5. Their complexity may preclude them from communicating with all interested parties and thereby preventing collaboration about possible options. Instead, the easiest response often becomes commissioning a new study that adopts a new set of assumptions, setting in place a war between modelling studies.

At the same time, models can be used to define more precisely a conceptual narrative about how things work:

1. They should embody relatively simple conceptual ideas to identify the critical factors that shape the decision and potential tradeoffs.
2. They should foster future research that will provide more reliable estimates for the critical factors and parameters.

3. Flexibility in model structure allows one to consider robust strategies that produce acceptable outcomes in a range of different outlooks for future conditions or scenarios (Lempert 2019).

4. The framework should allow additional metrics to evaluate the outcome of a strategy when new issues or decisions arise. As an example, systems focused upon the least-cost strategy for ameliorating climate change impacts may need to be revised to incorporate the growing interest in their distributional impacts.

4. Alternative Approaches for Evaluating Models

Communicating critical insights derived from models into the public policy process has always been difficult, but it appears particularly challenging given the complexity of current frameworks. As public policymakers used energy models more frequently, they began to ask more difficult questions that required greater complexity and detail to provide useful insights. Today models cover a wider set of issues and can easily expand along numerous dimensions – fuels, sectors, regions, and time periods. Each expansion introduces new interactions that must be incorporated, such that many integrated assessment (IAM) models used for climate change analysis bring together energy, the economy, land, climate and other critical sectors.

Complexity makes it much more difficult to understand what causes the observed behavior in a model. How does one test for different parameters or responses in a model where one sector or concept depends upon what happens in the larger more complex system. If it became helpful to understand how responsive energy consumption was to changes in energy prices or economic activity, it is not straightforward how one would adopt assumptions that would appropriately control supply conditions.
Evaluating models typically takes one of two approaches: (1) single model evaluation or verification including open-source model sharing, and (2) inter-model comparison that may or may not involve active participation by the user community. Before focusing upon the second approach, we discuss both below because each provides relevant information to the policymaking organization.

4.1 Single Model Evaluations

Once an organization has committed to a single framework, it becomes difficult to broaden the focus to consider what other modelling systems might provide. Nevertheless, there are some standard ways to evaluate the selected system and judge whether it is providing reliable results for the specific decision of interest. These evaluations may include model verification, validation, ventilation (or transparency), forecasting accuracy, backcasting, replication by other researchers and usability by those making policy decisions. All these efforts can be time consuming.

Audits verify that the model does what it intends to do. They confirm that results are correctly calculated and identify any potential errors of significance. If conflicts arise between the model developers and the auditing group, however, the process can become combative. The modeler feels picked upon and the auditor fears that the discussions are not sufficiently open to be useful.

Model validation efforts test the behavior of the model, whether it produces sensible results and if it tracks real world energy markets. Often, insights about important energy or environmental responses and conditions are more important than precision in forecasting the correct number (Huntington et al., 1982), particularly when there is deep uncertainty about responses and future conditions (Lempert, 2019). But a poor forecast of reference conditions could seriously bias assessments of carbon targets based upon historical levels. More rapid reference emissions growth leads to much more severe carbon constraints to return the future emissions levels back to historical values. Another problem with validating a model by its forecasting accuracy concerns the choice of metrics. Seldom does
one model's forecast perform better than other models on all important variables. The choice of variable or concept will depend very much on the policy decision under consideration.

Another useful technique is to apply ex post evaluation of a model’s output to ascertain whether the estimates approximate or deviate noticeably from actual history. In these backcasting exercises, the analyst tries to use actual values for any exogenous variables to track past values more closely. Comparing the backcasted and actual values of key dependent variables provides an opportunity to inform policymakers how accurate the system’s forecast have been over past experiences. When applied to evaluating the effects of past policies, this technique often finds that climate policies are not as burdensome as depicted in many models (Cropper et al., 2018). This result happens because real-market behavior can be more flexible than how it is represented in formal models.

Ventilation is the process of increasing the model’s transparency or openness. Does the model cast sunlight on a complicated issue? Does it explain the results in a straightforward way? Transparency often involves a leader of the modelling team who can explain results in an interesting, engaging, and truthful manner.

Users may accept a model more readily if other researchers can replicate its findings. DeCarolis et al. (2012) reviewed twelve models with respect to their transparency. The paper suggests that in most cases, replication of model results is currently impossible. Replication raises some important issues because modelling teams may be reluctant to release data and code that took years to organize and process. The software Excel does not release its code, but users have faith in the calculations because so many groups use the program for a variety of projects. It standardizes the routines in a way that makes results believable.

Open source modelling frameworks often do the same thing. An early effort along these lines was the open source modelling system for long-run integrated assessment and energy planning (OSeMOSIS) developed by Howells et al. (2011). This platform has also benefitted from a close
relationship with two United Nations agencies. Pfenninger et al. (2018) discuss other similar projects and explain the general process and existing challenges in developing these systems. Groissböck (2019) argues that this approach can often be useful but also notes several promising topics for further elaboration.

Model usability by the policymaking community can be encouraged by a well-written model documentation that explains what is included in a system and how to use the model. Although these documents can be enormously useful for an agency that wants hands-on experience with operating the model, many model documentations do not provide information about how much key variables respond to policy shocks or changed energy and economic conditions. Although it may be too burdensome to report all fuel and sector price and income elasticities to demonstrate individual responses, policymakers would find it useful to have some summary metrics about how the overall system responds (e.g., to a carbon fee with lump-sum redistribution).

4.2 Multiple Model Evaluations

Another evaluation approach involves working with more than one system. Comparisons of model structures based upon system documentation or model polls can provide important information about the types of activities and responses that are covered in different models. By itself, however, structure does not necessarily reveal much about the behavior of a model when applied to a particular problem. Some models may have similar structures but respond quite differently to the implementation of a policy instrument like a carbon tax or cap-and-trade agreement. A policymaker needs to know when they use a model that appears very much more or less responsive than other available frameworks.

Comparisons of model outputs from standardized scenarios represent another approach that can reveal important information about how different models behave. Modelers have worked cooperatively with each other in different disciplines for a number of decades. Supported by the National Science Foundation, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) organized a number of
seminars to compare U.S. macroeconomic forecasts and model responses (Fromm and Klein, 1973). The
(National Research Council, 1978) established the Modeling Resource Group (MRG) to evaluate
strategies for satisfying future U.S. energy demand. Similar suggestions for joint modelling activities to
communicate to policymakers have been offered for health care policy modelling (Ringel et al., 2010).

By applying common assumptions to different models, intermodal comparisons can show how
models respond to alternative conditions and reveal the most important factors contributing to these
different responses. Productive intermodal comparisons depend critically upon the development of the
common rules used by participating model teams. Intermodel comparisons do not necessarily require
active user participation to produce interesting and innovative results, although often modelling teams
are familiar with the key policy issues.

When these comparisons are made in the presence of and with joint participation by the model-
using community, Greenberger and Richels (1979) describe this effort as forum analysis. Comparisons of
model outputs from standardized scenarios can be used not only as a platform for modelling teams to
share relevant data and best practices but also as a communication bridge with model users. In concept,
forum analysis offers model users an important role in defining, using and communicating the study
results. Forum analysis can provide important perspectives for resolving critical policy issues. Users can
help define important policy issues in ways that are more meaningful for policy developers than for
energy modelers. In return, modelers can help shape the views of policy developers to ask questions in a
way that generates more useful insights. Forum analysis will be most effective when two-way
communication between the two groups provides a richer understanding than operating within a group
of model developers or users alone.

4.3 Multiple Model Evaluations in Practice

The forum approach was pioneered by the Energy Modeling Forum at Stanford University in
1976 (Huntington et al., 1982). Improving both the use and usefulness of existing energy models was
this activity’s principal mission. Ad hoc working groups of policy developers and modelling teams conducted each study with the following goals: (1) improve understanding of important energy system dynamics and problems, (2) contrast differences, advantages and limitations of various approaches, and (3) guide future improvements, linkages, and extensions of energy models and relevant data sets. These groups conducted each study by following a set of five design principles ranging from user orientation to decentralized analysis. See Table 1. Examples of what policymakers learned from the first six EMF studies are provided in this early discussion about the process. Studies that provided a believable narrative about how things worked tended to be more successful. Efforts that tried to anticipate how future energy markets would evolve were less successful due to the large uncertainty associated with assumptions about the conditioning factors.

Participants recognized early in the process that informal communication between model developers and users was, at a minimum, as important as any formal communication through reports, journal articles, testimonies, or workshops. Some participants in government organizations revised the price elasticity of energy demand used in their policy models and analysis, once they had the benefit of discussing this issue with other analysts (Huntington, et al, 1982). In a later effort, economists in the US government learned that they had used a model that produced economic costs of reducing greenhouse gas emissions that were close to the average of ten different models and that were not low-ball estimates biasing their results towards accepting the mitigation strategy (Frankel 2008). Although these studies leave many important issue unresolved, this informal communication can be a powerful reason why many government organizations find value in these types of analysis.

Over the last decade or two, multi-model comparisons have expanded dramatically, initially within the United States and Europe but now also in Asia and Latin America. The efforts have focused upon large-scale integration assessment models for evaluating national and international greenhouse gas emissions strategies. Weyant and Kriegler (2014) provide a useful summary of some but not all
major efforts including the Innovation Modeling Comparison Project (IMCP), the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) Product 2.1 (a) study, the Asian Modeling Exercise (AME), the Roadmaps towards Sustainable Energy future (RoSE) project, the Low Climate Impact Scenarios and The Implications of Required Tight Emission Control Strategies (LIMITS) project, the Assessment of Climate Change Mitigation Pathways and Evaluation of the Robustness of Mitigation Cost Estimates (AMPERE) project, the Program on Integrated Assessment Modeling Development, Diagnostic and Inter-Comparisons (PIAMDDI), and the Latin American Modeling Project (LAMP) project. In addition, modelling teams have found it very useful to organize their efforts through the Integrated Assessment Modeling Consortium (n.d.). These collaborations within and outside the EMF umbrella have produced a number of important journal articles and have greatly facilitated the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change process on climate change mitigation (IPCC, 2014).

In a recent and important study organized by the U.S. government, IWG (Interagency Working Group, 2010, 2016) simulated three integrated assessment models using standardized scenarios in order to estimate the social cost of carbon, which is the monetized value of additional carbon emissions that is not incorporated in private decisions. This value for social costs determines how aggressive the United States should be in reducing emissions, with higher estimates warranting more costly strategies. In contrast to many previous model-comparison studies, this effort focused upon deriving a specific value for a critical input in environmental decision making. The IWG estimates have generated considerable controversy about the uses and misuses of models for addressing the benefits from adopting climate change policies that were discussed in section 3 above.

---

6 This effort continues with updated assumptions but these references provide a useful description of the IWG process.
5. Remaining Challenges for the Model Evaluation Process

More than 40 years ago, a thorough review of the model analysis process applied to energy systems and markets closed by posing an interesting query:

The most interesting question to us is whether development along the main path will become well enough received, especially by policymakers and model users generally, to lead to institutionalisation of model analysis in the form of a recognized professional discipline with laboratories and centers in many application areas and in many regions of the country ((Greenberger and Richels, 1979, p. 499).

In hindsight, this comment when applied to forum analysis appears quite prescient. As the development and application of energy system models have expanded multiple times over, many have recognized the critical need to evaluate these systems and to increase their application in meaningful ways.

What has change over the last 40 years has been the increasing complexity and sophistication of any modelling system that policymaking organizations are likely to use for making decisions or identifying strategies. This development has made it increasingly more difficult to maintain a communication bridge between modelling teams wanting to use the most recent analytical techniques and the model-using community desiring a clear and transparent explanation about how the results are derived. The forum analysis identified by Greenberger and Richels (1979) has been a major workhorse for bringing these groups together, but there are some important challenges confronting any effort to foster continued communication. Table 2 briefly annotates nine major challenges to increased communication that have surfaced during recent efforts to compare models. They are not the only hurdles, but they represent a minimum set that can guide future efforts to use models as a learning rather than a forecasting tool.
5.1 Model User Perspective

First, above all, the effort should directly engage the model user. The process should integrate the model user into the process of comparing models whenever possible. Since the models are always reaching for more complexity, it is not easy to accomplish this objective. Ignoring this step altogether, however, severely limits the usefulness of a model-comparison exercise. The model-using community is likely to learn more about the systems when they participate in the process of identifying key results than from after-the-fact briefings that detail the final results or describe the physical characteristics of the participating models. In addition, users often bring to the table an understanding of the most critical policy issues, tradeoffs and debates. Participants sometimes ask whether the discussions should focus upon models or policies. The appropriate response appears to be both. Avoiding detailed consideration of the policy implications or sufficient background on the nature of the models shuts down the two-way communication.

Second, when the model-using community is an important consumer, the model analysis process should ventilate the model’s complexity with intuitive insights. The user can enjoy the car ride without understanding the motor’s interior design. Ventilation is the process of increasing the model’s transparency or openness.

Third, closely related is the use of simple models for demonstrating the importance of key parameters or responses. Typically, one develops a benchmark curve or frontier that displays how results change with the critical factor. Model results are then plotted in relationship to this benchmark in order to explain the range of results.

The first study conducted by the Energy Modeling Forum (1977) used this approach with considerable success to explain how restrictions on energy availability caused reductions in long-run economic output. It emphasized the important role played by the substitution response between energy
and non-energy factors of production, which is closely related to the price elasticity of energy demand. Another important factor was the effect of decreased energy availability on capital formation.

A more recent example occurred during the EMF24 study (Fawcett et al., 2014), which developed a policy-efficient frontier that shows the cumulative costs (e.g., like net present value of the loss in the consumption component of gross national product) as a function of cumulative carbon dioxide emissions reduction. These frontiers are based upon the cap-and-trade scenarios, which represent cost-effective strategies for implementing different emission reduction strategies because they allow complete flexibility in choosing the lower cost options. Placed upon these frontiers are the model results from various technology strategies (e.g., like optimistic nuclear conditions) that allow flexibility in only one of many options. Distances between the technology cases and the frontiers provide the policymaker with an intuitive perspective on the relative efficiency of each set of technology conditions.

This very effective approach is often underutilized in many model-comparison efforts for several reasons. First, simplifying complex systems is often an art that may ignore factors that some participants view as critical. Second, it requires an indepth understanding of all the models prior to developing the scenarios if one wants to quantify the factors for use in the benchmark.

5.2 Simplifying Model Responses

Fourth, occasional use of meta-analysis may sometimes contribute additional value added (Fischer and Morgenstern, 2006). In this approach, researchers use statistical analysis to combine the results of multiple original studies, or in this case, models. This analysis reveals how changes in various model attributes and variables influence the reported results for important policy variables like energy use or emissions reductions. When one knows a priori which factors are most important and all systems can report the required data, these techniques are useful for summarizing responses. Often, however, a forum analysis may involve models with very different formulations based upon varying disciplines. Any
meta-analysis should be carefully integrated and coordinated with the study’s organization as well as with the evolving discussion of the study results as key findings are revealed.

5.3 Calibrating Model Responses

A fifth challenge involves summarizing important responses in ways that help policymakers understand an individual model or group of models. An important model trait is often the degree of substitution between fuels and between energy and nonenergy inputs. Although it may be cumbersome to report multiple responses in a digestible way, a good summary for models evaluating climate change policy might be a standard generic carbon tax or fee case with explicit rules for recycling revenues like lump-sum redistribution. Moreover, once this case has been specified and tested, it might serve as a useful benchmark for any future model to report results in any documentation that it provides. This procedure would allow policymakers the opportunity to quickly understand how any new model compares with others.

There may also be opportunities to report model responses for key underlying factors and calibrate them with historical trends where possible. Although future trends are likely to differ from past experience, the latter provides an effective benchmark for understanding the model’s projections. Key responses may be the price and income elasticities of energy (or major fuel) demand or the response of economic growth or emissions reductions to carbon or greenhouse gas prices. By focusing upon a single fuel or sector, (Energy Modeling Forum, 2013. pp. 23-25) developed scenarios for deriving responses for natural gas, while Edelenbosch et al. (2017) performed similar analyses for transportation fuels. More challenging is deriving system-wide responses, but EMF Group Working 4 (1981) presents a comprehensive statement of the procedure and some early estimates.

A sixth and related concept is how well the system “backcasts” a past period. Instead of projecting future market outcomes, backcasting simulates past experiences using correct assumptions that match actual values for the exogenous variables. This procedure potentially allows one to view how
well the system tracks what is known to have happened in a previous period. This task can be very difficult to implement in a complicated framework with many various interactions and processes that may require some calibration. It may also introduce many arbitrary adjustments when finetuning the backcast to match historical fact.

Backcasting can also be conducted for analyzing past policies or events. In this case, the outcome of the policy case is known to be the ex-post set of conditions that have already been observed. Perhaps more challenging is to define the counterfactual conditions for representing what the outcome would be in the absence of the policy. Rose and Blomberg (2010) describe a multi-model study that suggests that U.S. resilience in the face of the 9/11 attack on the World Towers may have partially explained why the repercussions were not as large as many had feared.

Although the modelling team can learn much from a carefully implemented and reasoned backcast of their system, it may be best done by the individual group. If done within a multiple-model forum analysis, there will be constant competition between groups trying to duplicate the known historical experience.

Although multi-model backcasting comparisons are seldom done, several studies suggest the approach that could be undertaken. Huntington (1994) applies this technique for evaluating where oil price projections were wrong over the 1980s. In addition to lower economic growth within the developing world, this analysis demonstrated the role played by oil demand that was less responsive to falling prices after 1982 than they were to rising prices during the 1970s. Without direct access to the models themselves, the author conducted the backcast by using the simple oil market model developed during the model-comparison study.

Useful discussions with Richard Tol and Adam Rose helped the author to appreciate how one might engage in backcasting when comparing models.
In another backcasting study applying multiple models, Tol (2014) compares ten different frameworks for their ability to predict the estimated reductions in carbon emissions from past European climate policy. Without direct access to the models themselves, the author developed statistical functions to derive model-specific relationships between carbon taxes and emissions reductions from output representing future scenarios. These statistical emulators were used to simulate historical climate policies in an effort to ascertain the potential biases of each system as well as of all systems collectively. He concludes that models often used by the European Union tended to perform less well than others.

5.4 Policy-Specific and Diagnostic Scenarios

Other challenges relate to the process of selecting and specifying high-value scenarios. While comparisons of forecasts can be done with a single projection from each group, policy comparisons require one to compare the policy simulation with a baseline or reference case. A seventh challenge involves selecting standardized assumptions for the baseline conditions. If one performs a physics experiment on a material in the laboratory, one wants to control carefully for temperature, pressure and other external effects in order to establish a conditional relationship. Defining this relationship may have considerable merit, but it will not capture the underlying uncertainty of the outcome when temperature, pressure and other external factors can also change. Many model comparisons focused upon climate change strategies or targets often allow participating frameworks to use their own internal outlooks for how the future economic and energy trends will evolve under baseline or reference conditions. This approach is attractive for capturing the uncertainty in the policy outcomes due to differences in the underlying baseline conditions, such as economic growth, world oil prices or restrictive future policies discouraging coal or nuclear use in electric generation. The principal disadvantage in this approach is that the underlying baseline conditions are not the same in all models and it will be more difficult to explain differences in the model responses to the policy or technology.
shocks. The process will need to select the best option for providing the most relevant information for the target group of policymakers.

Specifying alternative policy, economic, or technology scenarios for comparison with the baseline is an eighth challenge that depends upon the ultimate mission. It is often underappreciated that policy relevant information can be generated from a wide range of possible alternative scenarios. The process should use policy-specific cases when the goal is to evaluate a specific policy action or strategy under current consideration by a government entity. Coordinating these specific assumptions with multiple modelling groups can be quite challenging because the policy details are often constantly shifting and being redefined by the government rulemaking process. Another drawback of this approach is that it can cast the specific policy as a winning or losing strategy that may alienate some policymakers and make them distrust the “biased” results of the participating models. A less precise but potentially useful approach would be to relax assumptions on all but a few key mechanisms that would inform policymakers about general principles without attempting to directly evaluate the proposed policy instrument.

The U.S. Clean Power Plan proposed by the Obama administration generated a lot of policy interest as a way to mitigate carbon dioxide emissions within the generation sector. Rather than anticipating the precise rules that would eventually be finalized, Energy Modeling Forum (2015) was able to generate initial results by specifying a generic technology performance standard (TPS) for the electric power sector. In a similar vein, a later EMF study (Bistline et al., 2018) captured the main ingredients of the same policy instrument with a power sector mass-based cap-and-trade simulation. Although these cases did not precisely measure the exact policy options that were eventually adopted, they added considerable value added to the policymaking decisions.

A number of model-comparison studies evaluate policy-general cases that are not tied directly to specific proposals or legislation. Included in these efforts are those that specify an initial level and
rate of increase for a carbon tax in real or inflation-adjusted terms. Even when policymakers are unlikely to adopt a pure carbon tax, these cases can be a quite useful benchmark, because under certain assumptions they can represent the least-costly approach for mitigating greenhouse gases. Model-comparison studies should consider policy-general cases to provide important insights about key factors that may shape the response to any specific policy instrument. It is not always necessary to represent each policy alternative for the process to be useful.

A final alternative scenario would be diagnostic cases that communicate a key response in various models that critically determine their outcomes. Diagnostic cases focus on the key relationships between variables that do not directly address a policy concern. Although they initially may appear to be less policy relevant, they can often be an important method for providing insights that help to improve the understanding of how energy markets might respond to a number of different conditions. For example, future long-run oil market prices and quantities are very dependent upon several basic economic conditions including future oil demand trends. Energy Modeling Forum (1991) developed structural scenarios to decompose the trends in oil consumption projections into several components, including the effects of future prices, income (GDP) growth, technical trends and momentum effects caused by past price shocks. In a later study on the emerging market dynamics for natural gas in the wake of the shale revolution, Energy Modeling Forum (2013, pp. 23-25) reports estimates for the price elasticities of natural gas supply and demand that can be useful for anticipating future market outcomes caused by changes in a range of different conditions like economic growth, policies, or resource availability. Price elasticities of supply were computed by comparing the price and quantity responses to high economic growth case relative to reference growth, where both cases assumed the same underlying conditions defining the supply curve or schedule.\footnote{Supply curves hold constant resource availability, extraction costs and technology trends that allow natural gas production quantities to change only if market prices vary.} Price elasticities of demand were
calibrated by comparing the price and quantity responses to low natural gas supply conditions (more expensive resources combined with less technical improvements) relative to the reference supply conditions, where both cases assumed the same underlying reference demand conditions defining the demand curve or schedule.⁹

5.5 Institutionalising the Process

Given the current interest in communicating with policymakers, it is likely that more organizations will consider the prospects for adopting the forum approach. If such efforts are undertaken, a ninth challenge is to institutionalise the model evaluation process whenever possible. In organizing a forum study, the lead people who guide the process should combine a knowledge of the existing models and the frontier for best practices with an understanding of the emerging policy issues circulating within the government agencies. The process should be nonpartisan without favoring a particular policy strategy or instrument or a specific energy technology or option. This balanced approach should also apply to the participating models too. A proprietor of an existing model undoubtedly possesses a valuable perspective and knowledge of the often complicated modelling techniques, but there may be some concerns if that person also leads the forum analysis. When possible, it is usually better to avoid any possibility of one system being favored over another. Other modelling teams are more likely to participate in the study if there is a perception that all models will be treated fairly.

A related institutional issue is the financial support to allow frameworks to participate in forum studies. Models provide a framework for learning iteratively. Using and comparing models provide considerable value added, but it is important to update the learning from these experiences and to allow each effort to build upon the findings of past studies. Model-using organizations should

⁹ Demand curves hold constant economic growth, energy prices other than natural gas, and technology trends that allow natural gas consumption quantities to change only if market prices vary.
sufficiently fund, support and reward the model evaluation process, including participation by modelling
teams in group forum studies to compare multiple frameworks. Model evaluation should be planned
for when initiating a modelling project and integrated into the overall process and budget.

6. Policy Implications and Conclusion

Model evaluation is best considered as a process for communicating with the policymaking or
policy-advising community. It is important to appreciate the regional, temporal and sectoral coverage of
any model, but policy developers may be more interested in the model’s behavior when it is applied to
critical policy options. This paper has emphasized model-evaluation approaches for policymakers to use
when they are interested in understanding model behavior.

Six decades of energy modelling have witnessed increasing complexity in these systems
reinforced by expanded computing power and the electronic availability of new data sources. With the
rise of the climate change issue, policy interest shifted from evaluating key single energy markets like oil
and power to more integrated systems balancing all fuels and markets. This transformation also resulted
in more complex models for representing the whole energy system.

Increasing complexity may allow these systems to capture more interactions that influence the
model results. However, as these systems become more complex, evaluating them to improve their
usability will be difficult. When used as a learning rather than forecasting tool, these systems can be
evaluated individually one by one or through joint efforts to compare them in multi-model exercises.
Efforts that integrate closer interactions with the policymaker or policy advisors are often called forum
analysis.

Model forum evaluation often reverses the process of model building. To use an analogy with
home construction, good model developers often begin with the cellar and build upward with a solid
theoretical basis, justifying each assumption as one proceeds. Inputs are carefully scrutinized before
evaluating the results and key conclusions. Policymakers initially are often less interested in the
theoretical justification and multitude of conceptual assumptions, preferring instead to focus on model outputs. Useful model evaluation begins with model outputs to identify the reasons for the variation in results from different models. If the discussion can be shaped effectively in this way, it brings the policymaker through the front door directly to the “crown jewels” rather than through the back door and into the cellar.

Joint efforts to combine models into one study have become very popular in recent years. As a guide to future collaborations, this essay closed by highlighting a few remaining challenges that would improve the value of these studies for the policymaking community. These challenges call for these efforts to engage the model user, ventilate the models’ complexity with intuitive insights, use simple models to demonstrate key parameters or responses, judicious occasional use of meta-analysis when there is value added, report model responses and calibrate them for decisionmakers, consider the system “backcast” for a past period (when possible), select standardized or modeler-choice baseline conditions, selectively develop policy or diagnostic alternative cases, and institutionalise the model evaluation process.
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Table 1. Design Principles for Energy Modeling Forum

- **User Orientation.** The EMF should work to improve the use and usefulness of energy models, approaching the studies from the user perspective and maintaining an active user involvement.
- **Model Comparison.** The EMF studies should compare the capabilities and limitations of many models, and these comparisons should be descriptive rather than normative. This is a unique contribution that the EMF can make, and it avoids the difficult problem of model validation.
- **Issue Focus.** For the general model user, abstract model comparison should be conducted in the context of the application to an important energy issue. This will provide a direction and discipline for the model tests.
- **Broad Participation.** The communication objectives of the EMF are best served if there is a wide participation in the selection of study topics, the formation of the working groups, and the dissemination of the study results.
- **Decentralized Analysis.** Existing energy models are often complex and require skillful application by the model developer. Despite the inherent advantages of third-party analysis, the EMF must rely on model tests as reported by the individual research group.


Table 2. Remaining Challenges for the Forum Evaluation Process

1. engage the model user
2. ventilate the models’ complexity with intuitive insights
3. use simple models to demonstrate key parameters or responses
4. judicious occasional use of meta-analysis when there is value added
5. report model responses and calibrate them for decisionmakers
6. consider the system “backcast” for a past period (when possible)
7. select standardized or modeler-choice baseline conditions
8. selectively develop policy or diagnostic alternative cases
9. institutionalise the model evaluation process